WORDCRAFT

Section 11:
Short Composing Tasks
Making meaning is communicating
We write and we speak to people for a wide variety of reasons: to inform and
advise, to entertain, to describe experiences in our lives, to share a story, to
argue a point, to discuss important issues in our community or in our world
at large. When we communicate with others, we want to be understood.
The way in which we use language can have a huge bearing on the impact of
what we say and write. The most effective writers have a clear idea as to the
purpose of their writing, in addition to a clear understanding of the audience
for whom they compose.
In this lesson you will practise composing short assignments with a variety of
purposes and for different audiences.
This will be followed by an introduction to the various functions of language
and the shaping of language into a variety of genres.

Text 1 on Smoking
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Text 2 on Smoking
The group (of Transition Year students) represented all shades of opinion,
from contented smokers to committed anti-smokers. A range of attitudes
towards smoking was expressed, and the rights of both smokers and nonsmokers were advocated.
Students were knowledgeable about some of the effects of smoking. Students
related the dynamics around starting and continuing to smoke. These included group membership and establishment of an identity. Others disagreed that
smoking and positive social status were automatically linked. They saw smoking as an increasingly socially unacceptable practice. Negative comments were
made about the way smokers smell, and the reduction in air quality caused by
smoking peers. Notions of the ‘cool’ smoker were ridiculed by some.
The lack of support for students who are trying to give up smoking was
decried. Students reported that some smokers wanted to give up, but required
assistance. It was only when the author asked if they would be interested in
smoking cessation support that they strongly welcomed such an idea. The students perceived adults as a source of ‘don’t start’ messages, and punitive and
brief messages to quit.
[From Creating Healthy Citizens, a summary report of the Transition Year Student Health For All in the
Eastern Region, published by the Health Promotion Department, Eastern Region Health Board, October
2000.]

Compare and contrast
Read both texts carefully, then suggest the type of audience for which each
piece may have been written. In your response, try to discuss the following
aspects of each text:
■ The purpose of the text
■ The vocabulary used
■ The sentence structure
■ The intended audience
■ The layout of the text.
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Audience and purpose
Let’s continue this lesson with a short writing assignment. In order to communicate effectively with our reader, we must ensure that when we write, we
write material that is appropriate for the audience, and that our language will
be understood clearly by that audience.
Below is an extract from a newspaper article on water conservation. Read the
extract and then, in your own words, re-write the article so that it is suitable
reading for a class of Fifth Class Primary School students.

WATER CONSERVATION
Getting back to the source
Water conservation is critical to the sustainable
use of water resources. Apart from environmental
gains, the delivery of additional water supply
through leakage control is a viable economic
alternative to capital infrastructure provision.

Why am I doing this?
This exercise is a great
way to sharpen your
awareness of what
(content), how (language)
and why (purpose) you
are writing, for a named
audience.

When we hear the term water conservation, most of us think immediately of
having showers instead of baths or not watering the garden or washing the car
in dry spells. These are, of course, very important aspects of sensible water
usage. But there is far more to water conservation than that; it is only when
water gets to the consumer that the consumer can exercise good water conservation practices.
There are three distinct stages to water conservation in public water supply
schemes. Stage one puts in place a water management system that enable the
local authority to monitor water use and loss throughout the supply networks.
Stage two establishes an active leakage control programme that finds and fixes
leaks. Stage three involves the rehabilitation and replacement of defective supply networks.
– Dick Roche, TD
[From Irish Independent, ‘Water Conservation’, 11 July 2006.]
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Your turn
Before you begin your article on water conservation, take just a few moments
to clarify, in your own mind, what you are being asked to do:
■ AUDIENCE – are you clear about the audience you are targeting?
■ PURPOSE – have you decided on the purpose of your article? Why
are you writing the piece?
■ VOCABULARY – remember to select your words carefully; use
words your audience will understand.
■ SENTENCE STRUCTURE – keep sentences simple; avoid long,
complex sentences.

A second assignment on audience and purpose
Imagine that your teacher has asked you to write a brief article on the writer
John McGahern. The article is to be read out to a class of Third Year English
students before they begin their study of one of the writer’s novels.
Read the extract below, taken from an interview with John McGahern. Then,
using and re-shaping appropriate information in the interview, write the introduction you would deem appropriate for the Third Year class.
Mike Murphy: I know that writing is part of your being. It’s not an indulgence,
it’s not just your profession nor just the way you earn your living – you are a
farmer as well. Do you still feel the need to write?
John McGahern: You write because you have to. If I could get away from
it I would have done so by now. There are ways that one can rationalize it.
A friend of mine, a bone-setter who is dead now, was fond of saying,
‘When you think about it, life is a shaky venture.’ The interesting part of
that sentence is ‘when you think about it’. Mostly, we don’t think about it,
we do it. In the same way, you can talk about writing. We can say that writing memorializes, stops time, allows us to see more clearly, enables us to
find out certain things; but eventually we write because we have to.
MM: Do you have to write every day?
JMcG: If you’re doing a novel, you have to write every day. For certain
periods I haven’t written at all.
MM: Do you feel guilty if you go for a while without writing?
JMcG: Not particularly. One of the great things about writing is that it
makes everything else very interesting. Looking out a window is an exciting activity if you’re escaping writing.
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MM: But if you are sitting with a blank page in front of you and nothing is coming, is
that not a bit frustrating?
JMcG: That never happens. Writing is an instinct. I’d say that I write to see. I
suspect that unless there’s a sense of excitement and discovery for the writer,
the reader will not have much sense of excitement or discovery either.
MM: You have said that the most important partnership in literature is the partnership between the writer and the reader. Do you still go by that?
JMcG: That is the one essential. When you take away prizes and the business
of publishing, writing lives or dies by those two solitary figures – the writer
alone with his work and the reader alone with the book.
MM: Much of your earlier life and background is used as raw material for your
books. Are you constantly mining that part and background?
JMcG: No. I don’t think that’s true. I’ve never written about anything unless it
is in my head for a long time, and it’s generally an image or a scene and often
a rhythm. Sometimes when it is written down it disappears, because you don’t
know what’s in your mind until it actually is written down, and you can see it
through words. There’s not all that much difference between the reader’s
mind and the writer’s mind. The reader reads not with the English language
or the French language but in a lighted room with the pictures that the book
brings to life in his or her head. The writer, too, is working in that lighted
room. The only difference between the reader and the writer is that the writer
had the knack and the talent for dramatizing those experiences. All I know
about the process of writing or the experience of writing is that it doesn’t feel
like self-expression. What you think you’re going to say always changes when
it gets down on the page. One is trying to be true to the original experience,
but seldom by the time it’s finished has it anything to do with the way you
imagined it in the first place. It changes through working with language.
There’s a great deal of confusion about the material and writing. The material
doesn’t matter; it’s how the writer handles the material that matters.You could
get a book that’s a triumph about failure or you could have a boring book
about success.
MM: When you were growing up, there was no television obviously. Had you a
radio in the house?
JMcG: We had a radio in my father’s house, not in my mother’s house. On AllIreland day, the living quarters of the barracks used to be full of people listening to Micheál O’Hehir’s broadcast. It was 1943 and 1944 and 1945, and
Roscommon had a good team at the time.
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MM: You were living with your mother, twenty-two miles away from your
father the Garda sergeant, isn’t that right?
JMcG: That’s right, until I was ten. We lived during the school year with
my mother until she died, and we spent the long summer holidays with
my father in the barracks.
[End interview]

[From Reading the Future, Irish writers in conversation with Mike Murphy, ed. by Clíodhna Ní
Anluain, The Lilliput Press, Dublin, 2000.]

Language functions and genres
We will now look at the various functions of language and the variety of genre
into which language may be shaped.

What is meant by the term function?
We may classify language under five general headings, each of which refers to
a particular function of language.
The five categories you need to study are: the language of information, the
language of argument, the language of persuasion, the language of narration
and finally, the aesthetic use of language.

The language of
information

The aesthetic use
of language

The language
of narration

The five
general
categories of
language

The language of
argument

The language of
persuasion
Signpost from the Syllabus on the five language functions!
Remember, it is through ‘these functions, used within a variety of genres,
that language achieves meaning, power, and effect.
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Why do I need to understand function and genre?
When you are more aware of language functions and genres, you can
knowingly apply useful writing techniques to make your own short composing assignments more effective. Gradually, you will begin to hone
your skills as you give shape and expression to your own imagination,
opinions, experiences, and understanding of the world. In short, your
aim is to become a more skilled interpreter (comprehending) and user
(composing) of language functions, in a variety of genres.

What is meant by the term genre?
A formal definition of genre might read something like ‘an identifiable category of composition’. In more simple terms, genre refers to the form that language (written, oral, visual) is shaped into. For example, a novel is a particular form of composition, as is biography and autobiography. Other genres
include the short story form, poetry, and drama. A film is also a category of
composition, and so it too is a genre.
An example of a genre that we encounter in our everyday lives is instruction
manuals – texts such as DIY books, cookery books, first aid leaflets, guidelines on furniture assembly, self-help books on playing the guitar or improving your football skills.
Each genre may be further classified according to the subject with which it
deals. Look at the example below:

GENRE
FILM

WESTERN

INSTRUCTION
MANUAL

HISTORICAL
NOVEL

DIY

SELF-HELP
HORROR

NOVEL

FANTASY
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Is there a connection between function and genre?
When we combine the function of a text with its particular genre, many
possibilities emerge. Look at the following examples.

TEXT

A PERSUASIVE
ADVERTISEMENT
Function – to persuade
the consumer to
purchase a specific
product
Genre – Advertisement

AN INFORMATIVE
BOOK ON
BASKETBALL
Function – to offer
advice on basketball
techniques
Genre – Self-Help Book

AN ARGUMENTATIVE
POLITICAL SPEECH
Function – to argue
against the policies
of the government
Genre – Political Speech

Over to You!
1. Comment on . . .
■ the function of the language
■ the genre
■ and the possible intended audience
of each of the texts below. Use evidence from the texts in
support of your points.
2. Select one text and discuss whether you think the vocabulary
and sentence structures are appropriate to the intended
audience.
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TEXT 1: BASKETBALL SKILLS
Proper balance provides explosive, quick movement. Explosive quickness
is the first priority of a great one-on-one player.
What is proper balance? How does one get that balance? There are two
types of proper balance. The first type is needed when running fullcourt,
when speed is more important than control. You want to have an erect
stance with your head directly over your torso, which is leaning slightly
forward; a slight bend at the knees; and a longer stride, landing on your
toes on each stride.
Second, control balance requires a shorter step and more bend at the
knees (no more than a 135-degree angle). Your head should again be
directly over your torso, and your torso should be bent slightly but your
back straight and not humped; your toes should be grabbing at the floor,
and you want to land heel-toe.
[From Youth Basketball Skills, by Burrall Paye & Patrick Paye, Human Kinetics, Leeds, 2001.]

TEXT 2: SHINY THINGS
by Burrall Paye

I like the spire. Maybe I even love the spire. Because several good things
happened the day the spire got his hat on, got its final piece into place and
finally glittered down on Dublin. On all the thousands who turned out to
cheer or scorn, to howl in derision or simply to be there. Something to tell
the grandkids. A small gem to remember for yourself, of a wet Wednesday.
Me, I had a scan appointment to get to. My youngest child was in
utero, a full twenty weeks old, and the Rotunda beckoned. So in we went,
myself and himself, him gleeful and giddy, delighted, being the big daddy
and all. Me quietly praying everything was well, bladder bursting. They
can’t read the scan unless one’s bladder is bursting.
‘Hop up,’ says the nurse, and I do. She smears on the cold gel and the
monitor sparks to life. ‘There’s the heart,’ she points, ‘and the head, the
spine and the legs.’
‘Is everything all right?’ says I.
‘Is it a boy?’ says he.
The nurse ignores him.
‘Everything is just fine.’
‘But is it a boy?’ he demands. ‘Are there any dangly bits?
‘I can’t see.’ She smiles patiently. She gets these nutters in daily, her eyes
explain.
‘Well, can’t you turn it round so,’ says himself. Matter of factly. ‘So
that you can get a good look.’
We both ignored him.
‘Loo?’ I ask desperately.
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‘I’ll show you,’ she nods. ‘You can search the screen for dangly bits
while we are gone,’ she offers. He is now practically on top of the monitor such is his eagerness. One princess is enough, he has declared. He is
serious.
As we leave the hospital I remind him of something we talked about
several times before. The ring.
‘You promised,’ says I.
‘I did,’ he agreed.
Ten years, third baby on the way, it’s not too much to ask. I feel lucky
today. We round the top of O’Connell Street. It’s quiet, no traffic. A crowd
has gathered, expectation in the air.
‘Lets choose the ring and be back in time for the top going on,’ says he.
We choose it, a simple platinum solitaire. Not so big it would blind you,
not so small you’d have to squint.
Now I’m here again. In the new plaza, in O’Connell Street, pushing the
buggy. We turn into the warm September sun, stretch out our arms and
feel the diamond glint of the spire on our skin, my sixteen-month-old toddler and I. And he laughs and squeals, we hold hands, his soft sticky one
folded into mine, and I close my eyes, silently fingering the platinum band,
then the smooth surface of the stone, feeling the heat of the day on my
upturned face, remembering another day.
[From A page in the life, true life stories, edited by Claire Prior, New Island, Dublin, 2005.]

Fact or Fiction – Responding in different genres
Study the photographs of soldiers in the trenches and in action during World
War 1.
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■

Firstly, write an historical account of life in the trenches (about 300 words).

■

Secondly, compose a fictional account of events and characters in the photographs (about 300 words).

When you have completed this assignment, consider how your language usage
changed as you composed in different genres.
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Inappropriate Genres
When composing, it is important to select an appropriate genre that will
appeal to your audience and satisfy the purpose of your communication. The
choice of an inappropriate genre will in fact take from the effectiveness of
your communication.
Select any one of the following assignments and compose in the genre specified. Aim to write about 300 words.
■

Write a formal letter to your best friend inviting him/her to your next
birthday party.

■

Write an informal letter to an employer asking if there would be any
temporary employment opportunities for you next summer.

■

Write a formal speech in which you inform incoming First Year
students about a Social Night being organised in your school.

■

Write an informal interview in which you speak with an elderly
person at Christmas time.

■

Write a formal political speech in which you try to persuade the
electorate why they should vote for your party.

Ways of Seeing
We saw earlier that in making meaning, we communicate using language that
is appropriate and accurate. Writers also select content that is appropriate to
their audience and their purpose.
Look at the photograph below and compose three separate texts in response
to what you see.
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■

The first text should be in the genre of a newspaper article.
The second text should be in the genre of a holiday brochure.
■ The third text should be in the genre of a scientific report.
■

Review
In this lesson, we have seen that . . .
■

in presenting information, an advertisement, a narrative, and so on, a
writer must always keep in mind the type of person who may eventually read the text

■

awareness of a specific audience helps a writer to adjust the language
accordingly so that it can be understood and appreciated

■

in addition, an informative article, written for example for a young
audience, should be presented in an imaginative, colourful way, compared to information for a group of professionals, many of whom are
equipped to cope with several pages of text-only documents that
include technical terms or jargon

■

therefore, the audience can influence how a writer shapes the language
and the layout of a text

■

the five general categories of language are: the language of information, the language of argument, the language of persuasion, the language of narration, and the aesthetic use of language

■

often, it is the purpose of what we write that determines the genre we
compose in

■

for our communication to be effective, we should compose in a genre
that is appropriate to our purpose and audience.
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